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AIMS AND ACTIVITIES OF THE ROYAL NORWEGIAN COUNCIL 

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

by Robert Major 

Adm.  Director of the  Council 

Prepared for delivery at the Workshop for Managers of Industrial Research 

Institutes in Developing Countries, 

arranged by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization in 

Athens 4 - l8 July I967 

In this paper a description will be given of the aims and activities of 

the Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.    This 

is a semi-governmental organization which,   since the end of the last world 

war,  has been charged with the task of promoting scientific and industrial 

research as a tool in the economic development of the country.    Before 

describing the organization and its work I shall, as a background,  give a 

brief description of the natural resources and economy of the country and 

the overall organization of scientific and industrial research activities. 

National Resources and Economy 

Norway has an area which is approximately as big as the United Kingdom or 

Italy,but its population is less than one tenth of theirs,that is    3,7 

millions.    Approximately 25 % of the country is covered by forests,  but 

only h % is tilled soil,   the rest being mountains, lakes, glaciers etc. 

The mountains provide some ores, mainly iron, copper and titanium,  but 

what is more important today is the water power,  the value of which has 

grown steadily during the last decades.    Along the ooastline there is a 

continental shelf with considerable fish and now also with possibilities 

for oil or gast. 

The gross national product (G.N.P.) was in I966 approximately 60 billion 

Norwegian kroner or about 8,5 billion dollars, and the average growth rate 

during the last decade has been approximately 5 %.    Income per capita is 

considerably lower than in the United States and Canada, but oompares 

favourably with most European countries. 
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From the table below you will see how activities calling for research and 

development contribute to the G.N.P. 

Industry and Mining 25     % 

Electricity production 2,5 " 

Building and Construction 7,5 " 
Shipping 10      " 

Other Communication 6     " 

Agriculture 4     " 

Forestry 1.5" 
Fisheries 2     " 

Others *h> " 
100     % 

Compared to other industrialized countries I think there are particularly 

two characteristic features: 

the one Is the high contribution of electricity production.    Thanks to our 

relatively cheap water power we produce more electricity per oapita than 

any other nation, and the harnessing of water power has been the basis for 

relatively strong electro-chemical and eleetro-metallurgical industries. 

the other characteristic feature is the great contribution of shipping due 

to the fact that Norwegian shipowners operate nearly 10 % of world merchant 

shipping. 

Apart fro» these two features the picture is not very different from the 

one you find In other industrialized countries.    The tendency is for the 

contribution of the primary activities agriculture, forestry and fishing 

to decrease,whereas the contribution of servie« occupations increase cor- 

respondingly. 

Overall Research Activity and Organization 

The main type* of research institutions and how they tie up with the general 

administration of the country will appear from the diagram in figure 1. 

The insti tutes shown comprise the universities, Government research insti- 

tutes, research councils with their institutes, research associations and 

industry's own research laboratories.    I will mention them all briefly. 
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Universities 

As in ail other countries, the basic institutions for promoting science in 

Norway are the universities, which have the important function of training 

our scientists and engineers and are also responsible for the greater part 
of basic research. 

There  are in Norway two universities with science  faculties,  one  in Oslo 

and one in Bergen.     Further there is an Institute of Technology in Trondneim, 

which trains our engineers and an Institute of Agriculture  just south of 

Oslo,  both with university status.    They are all state institutions finan- 

ced almost exclusively over the state budget. 

As in most countries the recruitment and training of a sufficient number of 

highly qualified scientists and engineers have become a question cf primary 

importance both for research and for the utilization of research results 

in our economic life. 

After the last war there were so many tasks of reconstruction that it was 

for a long time difficult to achieve the necessary support from Government 

for the building out of universities to meet the growing demand.    As a 

consequence of this a considerable part of our engineering students had to 

go abroad for their education.    During the last 20 years approximately 

40 per cent of our engineers have thus been educated abroad.    This has cf 

course in many ways been a great help,   but it has the drawback that approx- 

imately one third of these students have found their occupation abroad. 

With regard to the scientific study the situation was different.    Up until 

10 years ago we had less than 100 new scientists a year,  and this appeared 

to be much too low.    In the middle of the fifties we therefore modernized 

the curriculum system for the study and spread brochures about the science 

study and future possibilities for scientists among the pupils in the 

schools.    In the latter part of the fifties the number of freshmen for 

scientific studies thus quadruppled,  and the Mottle neck    was now the 

teaching capacity of the universities. 

Ât this time the situation in the country, and the education expotion 

which we experienced in other countries,  convinced the Government that 

muoh higher priority   had to be given to the development of the universities. 

In 1961 a bill suggesting the doubling of the university capacity thus 
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passed Parliament,   and we have since  tlv»n had a period of rapid university 

expansion.     It is  now fully recognized as a task of high priority to make 

sure that the universities can give  a sufficient number oí  students an 

education of ever growing quality. 

Government research institutes 

In fields where there had been a national need for concentrated research 

efforts Government research institutes have been established.     The oldest 

one is the Geological Survey in Trondheim studying our mineral  resources. 

In Bergen there are two fishery research institutes, the ore studying the 

life of fish and the other fish technology.     Attached to  the Ministry of 

Agriculture there  are various institutes studying questions related to 

agriculture and forestry.    There are  also research units  attached to the 

Government administration of roads,   reilsways and telecommunication. 

The newest of the Government research institutes is the Norwegian Defence 

Research Establishment.    The main activities of this institute are in the 

railitarj field.    Under its terms of reference it may also promote civi- 

lian production through research work of Joint military and civilian 

character. 

Research_in_industry 

Since 1962 we have made detailed annual statistical surveys of the volume 

of research and development activities in industry.    This survey shows that 

in 1965 out of approximately 19 000 bigger and smaller industrial units 

approximately 400 spent money on research and development.    These industries 

spent in I965 approximately 150 million Norwegian kroner or about 21 million 

.dollars for research and development,  of which iy> million Norwegian kroner 

was spent in the companies themselves,  the rest in various research institutes. 

The activity is mainly concentrated in the bigger   companies,  and 50 % of 

the R A D work is concentrated in 17 firms.    The most comprehensive researoh 

efforts are found in the electro-technical branch including electronics, 

and in the chemical and metallurgical branches. 

The money spent corresponds to approximately one per cent of the value 

added by manufacture, which is on the lower side when we compare with the 

situation in the strongly industrialized countries.   During the last years 
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there has, however, been an actual increase of approximately 10 % a year, 

which to some extent is believed to be due to the merging of smaller com- 

panies into biseer ones. 

In some industrial branches there has been created i^esearch associations 

to undertake co-operative research for the companies in the branches. 

There are altogether 15 of them, and industry spends approximately 10 % 

of its R&D money in these institutes. 

National research councils 

An entirely new feature within Norwegian research organization was the 

establishment of research councils after the last war. There are three of 

them: 

The Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, 

attached to the Ministry of Industry 

the Norwegian Agricultural Research Council,attached to the Ministry 

of Agriculture, and 

the Norwegian Research Council for Science and the Humanities, 

attached to the Ministry of Education. 

Ihey have the tripple task of promoting research, co-ordinating activities 

and initiating the development of an overall research policy within their 

fields. 

You may be interested to .know that an important source of income for the 

research councils, specifically for the two last mentioned, has been the 

profits of the Football Pools. The Football Pools were Just after the war 

organized as a semi-governmental agency. According to the present rules 

65 JÉ of its revenue is distributed among the three research councils. This 

represents approximately 10 % of the overall national R * Ü expenditure. 

Recently there has also been established a Ministerial Committee for Research, 

chaired by the  Prime Minister with the Ministers of Finance, Education, 

Industry and Agriculture as members. This Ministerial Cojsnittee will deal 

with the main questions related to the overall science policy of the country. 

To  advice this Committee there has been appointed an advisory committee, 

the so-called Main Committee for Norwegian Research, with 20 members mainly 

from research. It is as yet too early to know how this new committee will 
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Overa].! R &  D K.<pv;rxdi Uu^o 

Altogether wo spend n >w annually close to 500 million kroner or approxi- 

mately 70 mill, dollars fur our overs-,] 1 research and development activities. 

This is close to 0,()  '/í oí' the uros:; national product.  Approximately 70 ',o 

is spent in the scientific and industrial field, and from figure 2 you will 

see how this is distributed amongst the various types of research institutes 

and industi'ial laboratories.  In the scientific and industrial field approx- 

imately 1/6 (.19 %)   is spent for fundamental researuh, approximately 1/3 

(29 %)  for applied research and about 1/2 (32 ¡5) for development work. 

The sources from which the money comes, have been illustrated in figure 3. 

You will see that by far the two most important sources are the state budget 

and industry. Each of them contributes approximately 4.3 %  to scientific and 

industrial R&D. The rest comes from the Football Pools,from levies, 

foundations and sources abroad. 

On the basis of this general picture I will now give a more detailed de- 

scription of the Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial 

Research. 

Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 

Just after the last war when we all realized that radical steps had to 

be taken to develop research activities in the country, the Government 

appointed a committee to make proposals regarding measures to be taken. 

After having studied conditions in other countries and viewed various 

alternatives, the committee recommended the establishment of a research 

council with the task to promote scientific and industrial research and 

ensure that the results are being used in trades and industries. 

This Council, which is called the Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific 

and Industrial Research, is an independent body, or if you will, a semi- 

governmental agency. As you will see from figure 4, it consists of 28 

members of which approximately 1/3 represents interested government de- 

partments, 1/3 industry and shipping, and 1/3 research institutions, mainly 

universities. The co-operation of these three parties in the Council is 

considered as rather important and extremely useful. 

Prom figure k you will also see how the Council is constituted and its 

various functions. I shall try to describe them briefly. 
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The Council  has leer, actively encased  in the recruitr.ent-pol icy within 

its field of activities.     It has mudo  thorough studies of the demand for 

and supply of neientists,  erif.inceri; and technicians, 'and has  thus con- 

tributed greatly tc the plan:; for    the development of the science faculties, 

the Institute of Technology and the  tecimical schcols. 

To encourage  recruitment to research activities it has established fellow- 

ship programmes for advanced studies,   and we have now reached the stage 

when approximately 50 % of all students choosing a research career can 

have a fellowship for at least one year's postgraduate study at selected 

institutes abroad.    About GOO selected students have now had a fellowship 

for a year's advanced study abroad from the Council,  and they play now an 

important part in Norwegian research activities.    We consider this a very 

good investment,  and have so far lost less than 5 % cf the fellows to 

other countries. 

There has recently also been established a postdoctorate fellowship pro- 

gramme for foreign scientists with a doctor's degree, whereby we have 

attached many distinguished young foreign scientists to our research in- 

stitutes. 

The second type of activity I would mention is the grant programme. 

There are at the universities usually professors and others who have got 

ideas and initiative to do much more than their part of university budget 

allows for.    They can send in a programme to the Council and apply for a 

grant.    The projects are evaluated and screened by committees, and the 

best are selected for support.    In this way the scientific environment at 

the universities is stimulated.    Little by little this grant giving pro- 

gramme has been supplemented by what I may call a research project programme. 

The projects are usually bigger programmes suggested by institutes for 

applied research or by the Council's committees.    They are usually more 

comprehensive and of a more applied character.    Altogether the Council now 

spends about 16 million kroner or nearly 2¿ million dollars a year fo" 

this grant and project programme. 
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In fields of national  interest where it was  considered to be  a need for a 

concentration of research effort over a longer period,   the Council  has 

established new research  institutes.  There  are  now altogether l8 of them 

employing some  I5OO people of whom approximately  1/3 are qualified research 

workers.   I cannot here go  in detail, but I will  mention some of the more 

important fields in which these institutes work. 

In the industrial field the Council has established what we call the 

Central Institute for Industrial Research just outside Oslo.    This is an 

institute for sponsored research, working on the same principles as for 

instance the Batelle Memorial Institute in Columbus,  Ohio.    The institute 

works under contract with various interested industries,  and the sponsors 

of the research projects, who pay for the research work,  have all rights 

to the results. 

Two similar, but somewhat smaller sponsored research institutes,  have been 

established independently of the Council in Trondheim and Bergen.    All 

three institutes get a financial contribution from the Research Council. 

These three institutes together with the Research Associations which I 

previously mentioned,  malee up a system of applied research institutes 

serving all interested branches cf Norwegian industry.    Their combined 

volume of work is approximately 1/3 of the total research and development 

activities in the industrial companies. 

As you will know,  there have been discussions as to which system is the best, 

sponsored research Ins ti tutes, mainly developed in the U.S.A.,  or co-opera- 

tive research institutes mainly developed In the European countries.*    To 

my mind this question is not relevant.    The co-operative research institutes 

Work on problems of mut al interest to many companies,  that is on problems 

open to the whole branch on which the various companies can agree to Join 

forces.    They also function as technical information centres for the whole 

branch.    The sponsored research institutes,  however, work on confidential 

basis for particular firms and are thus a link in a competitive system. 

They are in a way an extension of the companies'  own research laboratories. 

The two systems complement each other and there is thus room for both. 

st. 2505 

Other fields where the Council has established research institutes are: 

the building and construction branch,where there is one institute 

for building research, one for soil mechanics research and one for 

rock drilling problems, 
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the electro-technical branch vhere  an institute to study problems 

related to production, transfer and consumption of electric energy 

has been established, 

the shipping and ship building branch with an institute in rapid 

expansion, 

•che transportation branch with an institute for transport economy 

studying all kinds of transport. 

There are also institutes of a more general character such as: 

a computing centre with the aim of introducing the use of computers 

in administration, trades and industry, and 

a central technical information unit for the development of informa- 

tion techniques and methods and general information activities. 

The biggest of the institutes is the Institute for Atomic Energy. This 

has been a particularly vigorous institute. Because of our cheap water 

power and the hesitation of Norwegian industry to engage strongly in this 

field, it is, however, our intention in the coming years to give a rela- 

tively higher priority to the development of research activities in tht 

other fields mentioned. 

The establishment of the institutes mentioned above has usually followed 

approximately the following pattern: When the need for an institute has 

been recognized, a committee has been appointed to submit a plan for the 

institute. This plan has been studied and evaluated by the Council. If 

accepted, the work has started at a small scale. The speed of its develop- 

ment has been dependent upon the needs and the quality of the work. 

All the institutes are controlled by the Council, which deals with their 

programmes, budgets, reports and accounts. They nave, however, their 

own boards appointed by the Council, and are not under daily supervision 

of the Council. Within their terms of reference they are expected to 

take strong initiatives. 

The most important decision when establishing such an institute is, no 

doubt, the appointment of the leader. If he is good, he will recruit the 

right type of personnel and make the institute a success. If he is not 

St. 2505  the xX^lt man for the ¿oi>>  there are, I «link, small hopes for good results. 
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All the institute s. except the  InnUtute  i>r Atoxic  Enercy,  have an annual 

financial  contribution fron U.c Council  which varies  from }0 - 80 % of 

their overall budget,  nvorar.lna c.r»? ljQ X.    I'll«; other rjO ;' are usually 

covered by "•esear^h ncatraets with trades and industrie«-,.  Government 

agencies etc.    The contributi  n frvn tho Rescirch Council  is used partly 

to build up a research potential or  to solve  Icm^term problera of a 

national character.    Tir»«; contract worK Is fully paid for by the sponsors. 

The research programmes oí  ti     institutes are established on the basis of 

inputs from several sources.    The majority of U»e ideas is   usually put 

forward by the staff of tim institutes on the basis of contracts with 

trades and industries,  and the programmes are established after screening 

and evaluation by advisory groups of various types and in the end by the 

boards of the institut-s. 

The financing   of the Council and its activities will be seen fro» figure 5« 

The main sources of income aro the following: 

1. The state budget. This income has grown continotisly and is now about 

60 «illion kroner a year or approximately 9 million dollars. A part 

of this mmy is earmarked for atomic energy. 

2. Football Pool money.    As previously mentioned 65 % of the profita of 

the Football Pools are used for research, and ti:e Council for Scientific 

and Industrial Research gets about 1/3 of this.    The amount has grown, 

not fast, but steadily, and is now approximately 15 million kroner or 

9 sdllion dollars a year. 

}.    Le vie ».The se are mainly levies put on building activities for building 

research and also on electrioity production» of which elee tro» technical 

research gets a part. 

*.    Contribution from trades and industries. This is partly membership 

fees to various institutes and partly occational contributions. 

St. 2505 

5. Income from sponsored research. This is payment from trades, Industries 

and Government agencies to the institutes for research contracts.    As 

you will see, this Income grows steadily. 

6. Contributions from other countries.    These are mainly contributions 

to «Joint projects in the fields of atomic energy ir*d space research. 
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Altocether the grosr:.  income of the Council  and its institutes will  this 

year bo approximately 1^0 million kroner or approximately 19 million 

dollars.     I think  it iti important  to note   that apart from the money  for 

atomic energy and sponsored research,  which is ear-marked,  most of the 

money is at the  free disposal of the Research Council  for its various 

programmes.    This gives great flexibility in the use of the money. 

As you will understand from the  above,   there is great flexibility in the 

system.    This applies also to the salary system,    Being a scmi-govern- 

mentnl institution the personnel is not civil servants and the Council has 

been allowed to develop its own salary system.    This does not mean that 

the salary level is particularly high.    The personnel is,  as a matter of 

fact,  paid slightly better than corresponding positions  in universities 

due to the greater restrictions in the work,  but somewhat lower than 

corresponding personnel in industry.    The  important  thing is,  however, 

the flexibility of the system which allows for the salary of each Individual 

scientist to be determined not according to age or number of years of service, 

but according to the way in which he performs his duties. This flexible system 

also makes it possible for us to keep the key people which is so vital for 

the efficiency of a research organization.     It is, however,  an established 

policy that one of the tasks of the institutes is to train personnel for 

trades and industries,  and when an institute has been well established, 

there is a policy that a certain number of personnel shall pass over to 

research or other activities in trades and industry or in university. 

The general turnover of personnel varies according to age and character 

of the institutes,  but the average turnover is now approximately 12 % a 

year.    This will probably increase somewhat in the coming years. 

A very important part of the Research Council's work is the co-ordination 

of existing activities and planning of new ones.    The boards of the insti- 

tutes and a system of advisory committees contribute substantially in this 

work.    There are altogether about JCO people serving on the Council,  on 

boards and on the various committees.    They are leading personalities from 

research,» trades,  industry and Government and contribute very strongly to 

the work of the Research Council. 

We believe very strongly that co-ordination must be done in a positive way. 

Very much can be achieved through proper planning and good exchange of 

information. 
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As an exam;O o of r. c>-urdinatinf- measuiv   i vould mention tho  -rtabliah- 

ment of   the  Industrial Research Centre  at 131 inborn  Just cut;;i0.c  Ozio. 

Around  lOfjO both the  Research Council a.id  industry wore estaba I:;hing now 

institutes.     In a  sciali country  like our.3 i.iar.y of tlv..sy •..•ould bo  so  sr..all 

that they wonld not be units,   capable of c'Tc   ' Ivu  re-search ..-cric  if thoy were 

dispersed through the  country.     \/e there f* oe  ... cont'd  to get the:.'.  loGether 

in a Research Centre.    We chose  to place   this Centre   in Oslo,   .hioh is 

the gravity centre  of industrial activities,  and got a sitc close to 

the science faculty of the University.    This should facilitate  contacts 

both with trades and industries and v;ith fundamental research at the 

University. 

As a nucleous in the centre we put the Central Institute for Industrial 

Research which I have already mentioned.    At this institute vc also placed 

expensive instruments and apparatus like electron microscope,   spectroscopes 

etc. and organized work so that these could also be used by all the other 

institutes and interested industrial companies.    The main building ßave 

accomodation for the Central Institute,  and all those institutes which wore 

at the time so small that they wanted to hire their premises,    altogether 

12.    The area vas so big that these institutes could later build their own 

buildings leaving space in the rraln building for the others to expand. 

Whilst v;e built up the buildings in the Research Centre, the institutes were 

started at a siiall ecale in preliminary barracks at the university campus. 

Under these circumstances we recruited the nuclsous of a staff from 

individuals who came to do a good job rather than to have a good position. 

We also made our beginner mistakes at a small scale. 

In 1956 the first building was ready, and since then the centre has grown 

even faster than expected.    There is now six big buildings in the centre, 

which have 20 institutes and appropriately 1200 people.    Some of the 

institutes are Research Council institutes, some belong to industry, but 

in the centre they all co-operate.    It i& easy for the people from different 

institutes to meet each other, and several of the projects are Joint project« 

where two or more institutes are involved. 

Forward planning and policy rooking have become an ever more important 

activity for the Research Council.    As an example of this I will describe 

the work on a Research Report which the Council recently has prepared.    The 
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report wan rr.ad'j up :¡ iv^u-st from Pari U'.;,.. at, which asked f^r a survey 

of all research activities in the scicnr,Lfic and industrial fieli1, and 

plans fcr  ti 10  futuro work. 

The Executive  C.: «r.i t.tuu of the  Council i.as rade responsible for the report. 

They could dra .  un  the advisory committees of the Council and appointed 

also son.e    ad hoc eormittees.     Altogether 72 sub reports were presented and 

»one 250 people fror., research,  trades and  industry took part in tlie work. 

In the report  the role of research in a modem society and its importance 

fer economic growth,  social development etc. was first explained and emphasized. 

Secondly research activities and its organization in various countries were 

discussed. 

Thirdly a survey of research activities in Norway with statistical data 

was given.    This showed that Norway spends only O.9 <f> of its O.N.P. for 

overall research and development activities, whereas many industrialized 

countries now spend li and 2 and up to more than 3 %-    It was pointed out, 

however, that how much we should spend in our own country must be decided from 

an evaluation of the needs in our ovrn trades and industries.    In the next 

chapter of the report a discussion of our various trades and industries and 

their future potentialities was therefore given. 

It was emphasized that the manufacturing industries in Norway yet to a great 

extent weru based on the exploitation of raw materials with a relatively 

limited degree of refinement.    As the possible increase in the supply of raw 

materials will be rather limited,and expansion of the manufacturing industries 

will have to take place mainly through the development of research based 

industries.    Mechanical industries including electronics, electro metallurgical 

and electro chemical industry and fish processing were mentioned among those 

branche8 where the mo&t rapid growth could be expected. 

Regarding shipping it was mentioned that whereas boldness and commercial 

ability for r.»ny years had been the moat important factors for chipping, we 

had now entered an era where the ability to exploit the technical development 

in shipping would be a factor of ever growing importance. 

It was further pointed out that in the building industry it was an unwanted 

split between the projecting and contracting firms and too many firms were 

needed even for the errection of small buildings.    There was not the right 

type of economic incentive for efficient building procedure.    If all this 

could be corrected the possibilities for exploiting the results of modern 

technology in this important soctor could increase considerably. 
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The transportation system was studied, and the neea for cost analysas for 

the various  type:; of ti an sport was  strongiy emphasized. 

In addition to these studies of the various trades and industries certain 

topics were made subject for special studies. The first was automation 

and the use of electronic computers. It was made clear that we were here 

Just in the beginning of a development which could rationalize activities 

both in administration and in practically all trades and industries. 

The second was Atomic Energy Research. As mentioned earlier, because of 

our abundance of water power and industry's reluctance to enter into the 

field, we decided at the present time not to increase activities in this 

field, but not expand them strongly. 

Finally the danger of destroying our free nature through pollution of various 

types was described, and the need for more research activities to master 

those problems was emphasized. 

On the basis of all these studies the report ended up with recommendations 

for activities in the research field which I will briefly summarize: 

1. First of all it was pointed out that the structure of our research 

organization seemed to be fairly well fitted for our present activities 

and also for the expected activities in the nearest years to oome. 

2. The importance of education for research and use of its results was 

emphasized.    It was strongly recommended that the plans which have been 

worked out for the development of the educational system should be 

followed up wltti great vigour.    It was particularly mentioned that the 

curricula system will have to undergo a contineous change to meet the 

requirements of the future, and great emphasize was given to the 

stimulation of creativity in the educational system. 

3. It was mentioned that even if moat results of fundamental research 

from other countries were freely available, it was a necessary- part 

of the nation's research activities.    Fundamental research has a cul- 

tural value in itself, is necessary as a basis for higher education 
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and is a stimulus for applied research activities.  It was mentioned 

that the relación between fundamental research and applied research in 

the country did not ^eem to be out of balance and that fundamental 

resea n had to be strengthened as part of the general expansion of 

reseai Ji activities.  High priority should be given to those branches 

of fundamental research which would support expanding applied research 

fields. 

4. As for applied research and development activities it was underlined 

strongly that greater R&D activities in the industrial companies 

should be encouraged. To stimulate this development in industry three 

suggestions were made: 

a. A development fund with risk capital that could be placed at 

disposal for firms having valuable development ideas, should be 

established. The companies should be given loans with up to 50 % 

of the costs of the project. If the project was a success, it 

should be paid back with ordinary commercial interests. If the 

project was a failure, the loan should be waved.  The fund will 

thus be a sort of risk bank, sharing risks with companies in their 

endeavours to develop new processes and products. 

b. It was recommendedthat Government agencies purchasing technical 

equipment should use research and development contracts to enable 

Norwegian industries to develop new products and thus compete on 

the markets. This should be doniviX selected fields where ..the 

prospects for competitive production were good. 

'0. It was also suggested that the Research Council, which had so far 

used its money only in research institutes, should be allowed to 

finance research projects also in industry or as Joint projects 

between research institutes and industrial oompanies when this was 

the best way to build up new knowledge of national interest. The 

general results of this research, paid for with Government money, 

should be available to other interested firms. 

5. It was further suggested that our system of applied research institutes 

should be further expanded, specifically in those fields where a strong 

effort for the various trades and industries was needed. In this 
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connection the need for an ever crowing collaboration between research 

and industry was emphasized. 

6. It was mentioned that in a small  country moat of the technological 

knowledge would come  from other countries.    There would therefore be 

a need for an expansion of our technical information system to ¡nahe 

new knowledge  available in the right form,  for the right man,  at the 

right time. 

7. It was pointed out that a small country like ours could greatly benefit 

from international research collaboration,  both between individuals, 

institutes,   industrial companies and international organizations.    It 

was, however,   emphasized that international collaboration usually was 

very time-consuming,  and that it would therefore be necessary to con- 

centrate the work in the more important fields where effective methods 

of collaboration could be developed. 

8. In the report it was further emphasized that for the results of the 

research activities to be  transferred into products and processes 

there was a need fcr Government and organizations of trades and in- 

dustries to prepare the ground for know how based   industries and to 

accept end develop conditions which give research based industries 

the right conditions for growth.    An adjustment to research based in- 

dustries demands changes in organization, production planning and sales 

procedures and the establishment of a staff capable of transferring 

the results of research into production. Change must not be considered 

an enemy - it must be recognized as a difficult friend. 

9»    Finally it awas suggested that on the basis of the analysis made it was 

necessary to give research activities a new dimension.    The limitation 

of the speed with which we could move would probably be restricted by 

the number of highly qualified research personnel available and the 

ability to administer big research projects.    Taking this into account 

it was suggested that the national expenditure for research and 

development should be doubled over a period of 4 years. 

This Research Report, which is the first real attempt in our country to 

harmonize research activities with the future needs of trade?? and industries 

in order to secure a satisfactory economic growth, got a very good reception. 
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It met with support both from trades and industry and from research in- 

stitutions and organizations and has recently been discussed in Parliament 

in a 9 hours encouraging debate. 

Several of the suggestions put forward in the  report have already been 

put to work.    As an example I coiüd mention the development fund,  which 

has been established with a capital of hO million kroner or approximately 

6 million dollars,  and has taken up its activities. 

I think on the whole it is right to say that the    Research Report has been 

an important step in our work to develop a well conceived national policy 

for the overall activities in the scientific and industrial research field. 

To be able to meet the new demands coming out of the report,  the Research 

Council is now building out its organization.    The present set up will 

be seen from figure 6.    The headquarters is being expanded considerably, 

the institutes developed and the system of advisory committees and ad hoc 

committees considerably strengthened.    At the same time more responsibilities 

have been transferred from the Council to the executive committee and the 

H.Q. and further through the system.    We are thus in a period of a re- 

grouping of our forces to meet the future challenge. 
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